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Alternate Dispute Resolution Memorial, Assignments for Contract Law 

This assignment will discuss the concept of Alternate Dispute Resolution (ADR) and its 

application in contract law. ADR is a form of dispute resolution that seeks to resolve disputes outside of 

court, often through negotiation or mediation. This method has become increasingly popular as it can be 

faster, cheaper, and less adversarial than traditional litigation. In this paper I will explore how ADR 

applies to contracts, including when parties should consider using it and what types are available. 

When considering whether or not to use ADR for resolving contractual disputes there are several 

factors that must be taken into account. First, the parties must decide if they want an informal process 

such as negotiation or mediation where each party retains control over their own outcome; or a more 

formal process like arbitration which involves appointing a neutral third-party who makes binding 

decisions on behalf of both sides. Second, the parties need to determine which type of ADR best suits 

their needs: nonbinding methods such as conciliation and facilitation allow for greater flexibility but do 

not provide any enforceable outcomes; while binding processes like arbitration offer finality but require 

all participants to abide by the decision made by the arbitrator regardless of whether either side agrees 

with it or not. Finally, depending on jurisdiction different laws may apply regarding enforcement so legal 

advice should always be sought before entering into any agreement involving alternative dispute 

resolution mechanisms. 

Once these considerations have been addressed then one can move onto selecting an appropriate 

type of ADR mechanism based upon their specific situation and goals for resolving the dispute at hand. 

Negotiation is typically used first since it allows both sides some degree of autonomy in determining 

potential solutions without having to involve external entities such as mediators or arbitrators unless 

necessary later down the line; however if negotiations fail then other options exist such as Mediation – 

whereby a neutral third-party assists both sides in reaching an amicable solution – Conciliation – similar 

to mediation except here only one side presents evidence while allowing room for compromise - 
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Facilitation – wherein facilitators help guide discussions between disputing parties towards mutually 

beneficial resolutions - Arbitration – whereby an independent third-party hears arguments from both sides 

before making legally binding decisions about how issues should be resolved - Mini Trials/Summary Jury 

Trials– short trials conducted by lawyers representing each side followed up with jury deliberations 

resulting in advisory verdicts rather than final judgments - Summary Judgment Hearings– hearings held 

prior to trial during which judges review submitted documents related to cases seeking summary 

judgment rulings instead full trials . 

Finally once all relevant information has been gathered concerning applicable laws governing 

enforcement along with details pertaining specifically chosen forms Alternative Dispute Resolution 

selected then proceedings can begin accordingly leading hopefully towards successful resolution matters 

at hand without resorting costly time consuming litigation courts system whenever possible thus saving 

everyone involved considerable amounts money energy effort. 


